We propose a novel approach to sufficient di mension reduction in regression, based on es timating contour directions of negligible vari ation for the response surface. These di rections span the orthogonal complement of the minimal space relevant for the regression, and can be extracted according to a mea sure of the variation in the response, lead ing to General Contour Regression (GCR).
In comparison to existing sufficient dimen sion reduction techniques, this contour-based methodology guarantees exhaustive estima tion of the central space under ellipticity of the predictor distribution and very mild ad ditional assumptions, while maintaining fo-• consistency and computational ease. Moreover, it proves to be robust to departures from ellipticity. We also establish some use ful population properties for GCR. Simula tions to compare performance with that of standard techniques such as ordinary least squares, sliced inverse regression, principal hessian directions, and sliced average vari ance estimation confirm the advantages an ticipated by theoretical analyses. We also demonstrate the use of contour-based meth ods on a data set concerning grades of stu dents from Massachusetts colleges.
Introduction and Background
unsupervised approaches; here we consider dimen sion reduction for the regression of a continuous re sponse Y on a vector of continuous predictors X = (X 1 , ... , X P ) T E JRP . Our approach is based on suffi cient dimension reduction, a body of statistical theory and methods for reducing the dimension of X while preserving information on the regression; that is, on the conditional distribution of YjX. A dimension re duction subspace (Cook, 1998 ) is defined as the column span of any p x d ( d < p) matrix rJ such that (1) where Jl indicates independence, i.e., conditioning upon rJ T X, Y is independent of X. Note that the con ditional independence in (1) is not affected by multi plying rJ from the right with a full rank matrix; what matters in this relation is the column space, and not the specific form, of rJ.
A regression can admit many subspaces satisfying (1), because if it holds for rJ then it also holds for any other matrix whose column space includes that of fJ · Natu rally, we are interested in the subspace with the min imal dimension. Though special instances of regres sions can be constructed admitting more than one min imal dimension reduction subspace, under mild condi tions that are almost always verified in practice, the minimal subspace is uniquely defined and coincides with the intersection of all subspaces satisfying (1). See (Cook, 1998 and Chiaromone and Cook, 2002) . This intersection is referred to as the central subspace, and is denoted by SYIX· The dimension of SYIX is called the structural dimension and is denoted by q. Let j3 be a p x q matrix whose columns span the central subspace. Then, SYIX .can be represented by span(/3), the subspace of JRP spanned by the columns of /3. Dimension reduction methods have the potential to reduce computational cost and storage requirements, and improve the performance of various learning algo rithms. Within the machine learning and AI fields, most research on dimension reduction focuses on Cook and Weisberg, 1991) . These dimension reduction methods constitute effective pre-modeling tools to replace high dimensional regressions with informationally equiva lent ones comprising only a few linear combinations of the original predictors. The reduction greatly fa cilitates model building, as well as the use of non parametric techniques. Moreover, dimension reduc tion methods allow a comprehensive visualization of the data whenever the estimated structural dimension is 1, 2 or possibly 3, which is the case in a vast major ity of practical applications. In this sense, sufficient di mension reduction provides a foundation for regression graphics, as argued in Cook (1998) and Chiaramonte and Cook (2002) .
All the above-mentioned methods are -y-'n-consistent and computationally inexpensive, due to the fact that Cook (1998) .
Global methods also have common limitations. First, all of them require linearity of the mean relationships among predictors along the central space; that is, E(XI.BT X) is required to be linear in .BT X. When this condition fails, the methods may produce esti mates that are -y-'n-consistent for directions outside SYIX· Since violations of the condition cannot be di agnosed prior to estimating ,8, it is common to pose the more restrictive assumption that X be ellipti cally distributed. Ellipticity guarantees linearity of the mean relationships among predictors along any subspace, and can be at least partially diagnosed and remedied. In practice, one searches for curved patterns among predictors through scatter-plot matrices, and transforms predictors as to linearize these pat terns e.g. through joint normalizing transformations (Cook, 1998 At the opposite side of the spectrum are adaptive methods that exploit local features of the dependence of Y on X (Xia, Tong, 1i, and Zhu, 2002) . The strength of these methods is that they require much weaker assumptions on the distribution X (virtually none). However, because they employ multivariate kernels that shrink with the sample size, their con vergence rates are generally slower than -y-'n. In ad dition, these methods are computationally intensive, as they iterate between non-parametric estimation of a multivariate unknown function and numerical max imization of the estimated function over a potentially high-dimensional matrix of parameters.
In this paper, we postulate the following location structure, GCR also proves to be robust to violations of the ellip ticity assumption. Moreover, unlike some of the local methods, GCR achieves -y-'n-consistency and is com putationally inexpensive. In fact, GCR does not in volve iterative optimizations of complicated objective functions. Its working relies on a logic analogous to a
one-dimensional kernel whose range can extend from very local to almost global, thus making effective use of the available sample size.
General Contour Regression
Our approach is based on the following simple obser vation: consider the regression function E(YIX) = j(JJT X), if X; and Xi satisfy !F (X; -Xi) = 0, then X i and Xi are on the same contour line of/(·). There fore, we can use the orthogonal complement of the lin ear subspace spanned by such x i -xj differences to try and recover (J. Since (J is unknown, we cannot di rectly use (JT (X i -Xi) = 0 as the criterion to identify relevant X; -Xi differences. One approach is to use where c is a small constant (this is called simple con tour regression in Li, Zha and Chiaramonte, 2003) . If the regression function is non-monotone, this inequal ity may also pick up directions of sizeable response variation. Under ellipticity, these directions average out and thus do not introduce systematic biases. How ever, "wrong" directions do tend to decrease efficiency by blurring up "right" ones. We consider the following illustrative example.
For this regression SYIX is the one-dimensional span of (J = (0, 1). We generated twenty observations (X;, l i) i = 1, ... 20 with a = 0.3, and took c in (3) to be 0.5. In the left panel of Figure 1 , any two points (X;,Xi)T E JR2 satisfying lli -YJI < 0.5 were con nected by a solid line segment. We see that, though most of the segments are horizontal (i.e. aligned with the true contour direction), there are many segments. pointing to arbitrary directions. This is because Y is roughly U-shaped and the inequality lli -}j I < 0.5 does not discriminate between the segments aligned with the contour and those across the U-shaped sur face that also have small increments in Y. Though the arbitrary directions tend to average out due to the el lipticity of the distribution of X, they make the picture less sharp, and the method less efficient.
To overcome this drawback we replace the contour identifier ll i -Yj I < c with a more sensitive one. Con sider the variance of y along the line through x i and Xi . Formally, let f(t;X;,Xi) = (1-t)Xi+tXi, t E lR be the straight line that goes through X i and Xi, and V(Xi, Xi) = var (Y I X = f(t; X;, Xi) for some t ) .
For a more concrete expression, let 8 = { 8 (Xi, Xi)} be the p x (p -1) matrix (81, ... 8p_ 1 ) whose columns ' form a basis in (Xi-X;).l. Then, V(X;,Xi) can be re-expressed as
We intend to identify contour directions requiring this conditional variance to be small, so our next task is to construct a sample estimate of V(X;,Xi) · We will denote the line f(·;X;,Xi) by f(X;,Xi)· For any Xk, 
We can now identify contour directions requiring V(X;, Xj; p) to be smaller than a certain threshold. The latter is much closer to the direction (1, 0), which is the population vector orthogonal to SYIX· The simulation studies in Section 5 will confirm this improvement.
With the variance of Y along the line through Xi and Xj thus estimated, we can now summarize our GCR algorithm for constructing the estimator of SYIX.
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Identified directions using I Yi-1J I < c and (right) Identified directions using V(Xi,Xi;p) <c.
• Compute sample mean and variance matrix of the
which will be used to standardize the predictor vectors.
• Compute the matrix-valued U-statistic
where N is the index set {(i ,j): i = 2, ... n;j = 1, ... i -1 }, Dii = (Xi-Xi)(Xi-Xi)r, and I( · )
� is the indicator function. F(c) contains the sum of the out-products of those segments selected by the cylinder contour identifier.
• Compute the spectral decomposition of �-112F(c)�-11 2 and let ip -q+ 1 ,···i'p be the eigenvectors con'esponding to the smallest q eigenvalues.
• The span of these eigenvectors estimates Sylz, where Z is the standardized version of X. Thus, our estimate of the central space is
Assume that X is already standardized to E(X) = 0 and var(X) = Ip (so Z is X itself). The population � version of the matrix F(c) in (5) is
• We will demonstrate that, for sufficiently small c, the eigenvectors corresponding to the q smallest eigenval-
indicates an independent copy of (X, Y). Detailed proofs of the state ments in this section are omitted, and can be found in Li, Zha and Chiaramonte (2003) . First, we need the following assumption. 
This assumption is a reasonable one: because the con ditional distribution of Y I X depends on vT X but not on wT X, we expect Y to vary more with vT X than it does with wT X. Hence, intuitively, within the same increment of Y, wT X should vary more than vT X does. We now deduce population exhaustiveness under this assumption, and we do so for a spherical predictor without loss of generality.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose that X has an elliptical dis tribution with E(X) = 0 and var(X) = lp. Then, under Assumption 3.1, for sufficiently small c > 0, the eigenvectors of F(c) corresponding to its q small est eigenvalues span the central space SYIX.
In reference to the location structure in (2), we derive a sufficient condition for Assumption 3.1.
Note that, since SYIX = span(.8), for a p x r matrix 6 (r < p) we will have
unless span(.B) c span(8); that is, f(!JT X) is not a function of 8T X unless 8 spans a space containing the central subspace.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that X has an elliptically contoured distribution with E(X) = 0 and var(X) = Ip. Then Assumption 3.1 is satisfied for all sufficiently small c > 0 for which {(x, x) : V(x,x) < c} is a non empty set.
It is also interesting to make a comparison between contour regression and SAVE. Consider again the case of Y = Xl + t, with X E JR2 uniformly distributed on a unit disc centered at the origin. Because the response is U-shaped in X 1 , each slice around Y = y will identify data points forming two parallel strips aligned with the X 2 axis. Roughly speaking, SAVE performs a Principal Component Analysis on all the points in a slice, after centering them at the origin. Thus, if the strips are long and close, as is the case for small y values, then the principal component is aligned with the x2 axis as desired. However, if the two strips are short and far apart, as is the case for large y values, then the principal component is aligned with the x 1 axis, yielding the wrong direction. GCR avoids this problem by taking into account what happens "across slices": line segments connecting two points across the U-shape will be excluded from the estimation because the response variance along the line through the two points is large.
Robustness against non-ellipticity
The population exhaustiveness of our contour-based methodology relies on ellipticity of the predictor dis tribution. This is because in the theoretical develop ment we have treated the constant c in (5) as fixed with respect to the sample size n. Ellipticity of the distribution of X helps to balance out the effect of those line segments not aligned with the contour di rections. However, especially when using GCR, whose contour identifier is more sensitive, we can obtain good performance even under violations of ellipticity.
Here, we motivate this robustness from a theoretical viewpoint. We will show that, postulating as always the location structure in (2), the eigenvectors corre sponding to the smallest p -q eigenvalues of the ma trix A = E ((X-X)(X-X)T V(X,X)=u2 ) span the orthogonal complement of the central sub space, (SY]X ).l, even when X is not elliptical. This suggests that if we let c decrease to u2 as n increases, then the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest � p-q eigenvalues of F(c) in (5) (after appropriate trans-� formation by :E -11 2 ) will tend to recover the whole Sy1x, regardless of the shape of the distribution of X. In practice, if we make c small (i.e. close to the small- 
Conversely, suppose h belongs to ker(A). Then
Thus, whenever V(X, X) = u2 1 h is orthogonal to (X X). Equivalently, whenever (X-X) is orthogonal to -span(/3), (X-X) is orthogonal to h. In other words, if we let X * = { x-x : x E X, x E X}, then X * n (span( jJ )) .l c X * n (span(h)) . l .
However, because X is an open set, X* is an open set containing 0. It can be shown that (span(jJ)). l C (span(h)).l, or equivalently hE span(/3), as desired. D
Experimental Results
We now compare the performance of GCR with that of well known existing dimension reduction methods that have yn-consistency, such as OLS, SIR, PHD, and SAVE. We measure the distance between two sub spaces sl and s2 using where Ps, is the orthogonal projection onto Si, i = 1, 2, and II · II is the spectral norm.
In the following examples, X is a standard multivari ate normal random vector and the dimension of the central subspace is taken to be q = 2. The sample size n is 100 in each example, and performance statistics are based on 500 runs. We need to determine the num ber of predictor differences to include in the Principal Component Analysis. We choose to use the 2qn pre dictor differences whose corresponding response differ ences are smallest in absolute value. We also need to choose the tube size p for computing V ( Xi, X1; p) . In all examples the tube size is taken to be p = 0.01. We have not optimized the choice of these two parameters; further research is needed in this regard.
Example 5.1 Consider the regressionY = Xt+X 2 + a€, where X is a 4-dimensional standard multivariate normal vector, € is a standard normal random vari able independent of X, and a is taken to be 0.1, 0.4, and 0.8. Here, the central subspace is of dimension q = 2, and is spanned by the vectors (1, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0, 0). The response surface is quadratic in the direction of the former, and linear in that of the lat ter. We compare GCR with SIR, SAVE, and PHD. A common sample is used for all four estimators in each simulation. Simulation results are summarized in Ta ble 1, with distance averages and standard errors presented, respectively, in the DIST and SE columns. Table 1 indicates that GCR performs better than SIR, SAVE, and PHD. Intuitively, this is because SIR does not . perform well when there is no linear trend, and thus fails to pick up the first direction (1 0 0 0)
whereas PHD, and to a lesser extent SAVE, do not perform well when there is no quadratic trend, and thus fail to accurately estimate of the second direction (0, 1, 0, 0). In contrast, GCR provides comprehensive estimates of the central subspace, confirming the the oretical results discussed above. Note that SAVE per forms better than SIR and PHD -inspection of a few typical cases (results not shown) suggest that SAVE deals with linear trends better than PHD. Neverthe less, it remains much less accurate than GCR.
In the next example, we compare methods using a more complex regression surface than that in Example 5.1. In this more complex situation, SIR, SAVE and PHD may also effectively pick up both directions. Table 2 , and show that notwithstanding the increased complexity of the regression, GCR still provides a sub stantial improvement over SIR, SAVE and PHD.
In section 3 we stated that GCR is robust against de partures from ellipticity in the distribution of X. We now compare GCR with OLS, PHD, SIR, and SAVE when the distribution of X is not elliptical. This is a 4-dimensional cube with a corner removed. As in the previous examples, € is standard normal in dependent of X, and the standard deviation a is fixed at 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. Simulation results are summarized in Table 3 .
We see that GCR performs better than the other esti mators. Also, among the latter SIR and SAVE appear to be more robust than OLS and PHD against depar tures from ellipticity of X.
Example 5. 4 We consider data collected for Mas-· sachusetts four-year colleges in 1995, in an attempt to investigate how the percentage of freshmen that grad uate (Grad) depends on variables measuring quality of incoming students and features of the colleges. The data is provided as an example data set in MINITAB (release 13.32, data directory STUDNT12). We re stricted attention to n = 46 colleges and p = 7 predic tors, which are: the percentage of freshmen that were among the top 25% percent in their graduating high
Ll ET AL. 355 Table 2 school class (Top25), the median mathematics SAT score (MSAT), the median verbal SAT score (VSAT), the percentage of applicants accepted by the college (Accept), the percentage of accepted applicants who enroll (Enroll), the student-to-faculty ratio (SFRatio), and the out-of-state tuition (Tuition).
A scatter-plot matrix of the data (not shown) reveals obvious curvatures in the mean dependencies among predictors. This violation of ellipticity, while in prin ciple troublesome for both traditional methods and contour-based methods, is likely to be better with stood by the latter, as discussed in Section 4. More over, marginal regression plots (response vs individual predictors) suggest the existence of non-trivial pat terns in the dependence of Grad on the predictors. As discussed in Section 1, if these patterns lack a marked linear component along some of the directions they comprise, these directions may be missed by non exhaustive methods that rely heavily on linear trends (e.g. SIR) even when ellipticity holds.
We apply GCR to the data set, taking the tube size to be p = 0.03 and including 4n = 184 pairs of predictor � � � differences with the smallest V ( Zi, Zi; p) values. This gives eigenvalues (from smallest to largest) 2. 1866, 3.6160, 7.6274, 7.7670, 8.6623, 9.6466 and 10.5777 . Even though we have not yet developed a rigorous theory for dimensional inference with GCR, the clear separation between the first two eigenvalues and the following five allows us to infer the existence of two relevant directions, which correspond to the estimated linear combinations Views of the 3D plot of Grad vs GCR1 and GCR2 are given in Figure 2 , revealing a peculiar "coiled" struc ture for the dependence of the response on the reduced predictors. While the linear component along GCR1 is strong (R-square approximately 56%), that along GCR2, which shows the bending of the coil, is much weaker (R-square approximately 8%). Indeed, SIR ap plied to the same data solidly detects the first direc tion, while producing ambiguous results on the exis tence of a second relevant direction. In SIR, sequen tial asymptotic chi-square testing can be employed for dimensional inference under ellipticity of X (see Li, 1991 and Cook, 1998, for details) . When applied to these data the tests produce p-values below 0.01 for SIRl (first vector from SIR), regardless of the num ber of slices employed in the SIR algorithm. However, p-values for SIR2 (second vector from SIR) range be tween 0.10 and 0.30 depending on the number of slices.
Conclusions
The main strength of the contour-based method in troduced in this paper is that, under very mild con ditions, it achieves exhaustive estimation of the cen tral subspace at the fo-convergence rate. • · .
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• based estimators guarantee y'n-convergence regardless of the original dimension p and the structural dimen sion q. Furthermore, they are computationally simple -the level of computational burden being essentially that of Principal Component Analysis. In this respect they are similar to global methods. In particular, they do not require iterative maximization of a multivari ate nonparametric function. This can be a substantial advantage, particularly if the dimension is large, or if multiple local maxima are present in the iterative maximization. Finally, while the theoretical develop ments we presented do assume an elliptical distribu tion for X, contour-based estimators retain a degree of robustness if ellipticity is violated.
This of course does not imply that contour-based esti mators will outperform other estimators under all cir cumstances. For example, OLS is the maximum likeli hood estimator if the regression surface is linear, and tends to perform very well if the surface is nearly lin ear or clearly monotone. Similarly favorable circum stances exist for PHD, SIR, and SAVE as well.
The basic ideas in contour regression raise many ques tions that have not been addressed within the the scope of this paper. In particular, the asymptotic properties of GCR, as well as test statistics for de termining the structural dimension q, have not yet been developed. We do expect that y'n-rate can be achieved by GCR if the threshold c is taken as fixed, because this in effect includes in the computation a number of line segments proportional to the total num ber of observation pairs. Other useful developments will concern the asymptotic behavior of GCR when the threshold c is allowed to go to zero as the sam ple size n tends to infinity. Theorem 4.1 suggests that the correct asymptotic behavior would still be guaran teed, without assuming ellipticity of X. However, in this case we do not expect a y'n convergence rateat least not for all dimensions. Finally, to further improve efficiency it may be helpful to experiment with windows other than the current rectangular ones in se lecting contour vectors. We leave these issues to future studies.
